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to improve business management. He studied statistics at 
Cambridge University and has worked – both within com-
panies and as a consultant – on the strategic transforma-
tion of dozens of major companies in oil, chemicals, paper, 
packaging, FMCG, media, hi-tech and engineering in 53 
countries and 6 continents.

Contact

PIMS: does eTrade portend the death of the salesman? 
Manager’s common dilemma #1: “Hello, this is Willy Loman from xyzTV, how are you today?”  
Is this caller really someone from a TV station, or is it another salesman’s ploy to get round the PA? 
And isn’t the name a bit familiar? 
Manager’s common dilemma #2: “Sorry, boss, orders are below budget this month.  
We need to incentivize and train our sales force more if they are going to deliver”.  
Would this really boost revenues? Or would it be better to restore margins by cutting  
the sales force?

It is often claimed that eTrade will eliminate both relationship 
selling and technical selling, and thus these two common 
dilemmas. The likes of eBay and Amazon serve billions 
of consumers without the personal touch. Comparison sites 
offer reams of technical details and satisfaction ratings. 
Nevertheless, the sales calls keep coming and the Sales 
Department is still, in most companies, responsible for 
the top line. 

We can theorize as much as we like about these trends, 
but what managers really need is some evidence. What is 
a reasonable amount of resource to devote to the Sales 
Organization? What are the likely profit and growth conse-
quences of spending more or less? What should the mix 
be between national accounts teams, field sales, telesales, 
merchandising support, category/product management, 
and back office support? How should the people in the Sales 
organization spend their time? This document shows some 
evidence relevant to the first two questions from the experiences 
of over 4000 real businesses in the PIMS database. 
We also have more detailed databases to address the other 
questions, but they are beyond the scope of this document.  
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Figure 2: ROI and growth versus salesforce cost (% of sales) for different levels 
of typical immediate customer purchase amount

Salesforce: good cost or bad cost? 
When we look at the impact of salesforce spend across a 
wide range of businesses we see a clear pattern (Figure 1). 
We split the database by bands of salesforce spend as a 
percentage of sales and show average Return on Investment 
(ROI %), Return on Sales (ROS %), and 4-year real sales 
growth at constant prices, for each band. 

At the very low end are some businesses which structurally 
require virtually no sales force (spend less than 0.5 %  
of sales revenue). Examples include businesses producing 
commodities, hospitals, retailers, as well as eTraders. They 
earn typically decent margins but with generally not much 
growth. To the right of them we see a profit curve going up 
and then down again. It appears that underfunding the sales 
force can damage margins as well as overfunding. Up to a 
certain point salesforce spend is a “good cost” with a positive 
effect. At the high end this turns into a tradeoff: large sales 
forces generate more growth but at the expense of profits. 

This curve is of course an average of thousands of busi-
nesses, which is why the optimum appears to be so flat 
– the optimum for each individual business will be much 
sharper and depend on its market circumstances and  
competitive strength. This optimum can be found by restrict-
ing the sample to “look-alikes” matching this business on  
the key factors. 

The interesting question is then – under what circumstances 
does this pattern change? Are there situations when either:
 » salesforce is always a “bad cost”, i.e. the evidence  

suggests it should always be minimized, or 
 » high salesforce spend does not generate a tradeoff  

between profitability and growth?

The answers will help us understand where and when eTrade 
will indeed “kill the salesman”, and where it will not. The  
next several figures show how the pattern changes for different 
situations, firstly relating to the business‘s customers and 
transactions, then to other factors. 

Figure 1: Performance at different levels of salesforce spend
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Figure 3: ROI and growth versus salesforce cost (% of sales) for different levels 
of typical immediate customer purchase frequency

Customers and transactions 
There are six important differences, displayed in figures 2 to 
7, in customer and transaction characteristics that change 
the response pattern: 
 » the money amounts of typical immediate customer purchases 
 » different purchase frequencies 
 » different numbers of end customers 
 » different relative breadths of customer types served  

(versus competitors) 
 » the importance of auxiliary services, and 
 » the use of professional advisers in the purchase decision.

In each figure, the left hand chart shows the ROI response  
and the right hand chart the growth response to different levels  
of salesforce spend (as a % of sales), on a somewhat more 
compressed scale than figure 1. Each figure splits the response 
curve according to different levels of each customer/ transaction 
characteristic, and we highlight the odd man out. 
We have highlighted the lines for purchase amount less than 
$100, which behave completely differently. For small ticket 
items, salesforce is a “bad cost” both for profitability and  
for growth: it would appear such markets are ideal for internet  
transactions. On the other hand for very large purchase 

amounts high salesforce cost boosts both ROI and growth: 
customers committing large money amounts need a face  
to trust. 
  
We have highlighted the lines for goods purchased very 
frequently (weekly or more often) – here salesforce is again a 
“good cost” for both ROI and growth. This is a different case 
from the high purchase amount: for very frequent purchases 
the customer doesn‘t want the agony of decision every time 
and “outsources” the decision to the expert, his supplier‘s 
sales person, who knows the customer‘s needs in detail.  
For less frequent purchases there is the usual tradeoff between 
ROI and growth.  

We have highlighted the lines for mass consumer goods with 
over a million end customers – here salesforce is generally  
a “bad cost” for both ROI and growth. Of course there are  
exogenous factors that drive both low ROI and high sales 
costs: for instance having to deal with a large number of  
“impulse” outlets. But if the internet can be harnessed to 
reduce sales costs, it is likely to pay off. For less mass markets 
there is the usual ROI/ growth tradeoff. 
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Figure 4: ROI and growth versus salesforce cost (% of sales) for different numbers of end customers

We have highlighted the lines for businesses with a broader 
range of customer types than competitors, where salesforce 
spend is generally beneficial. This may be related to the broader 
flow of market information available via the sales force. 

We have highlighted the lines for businesses in which auxiliary 
services are unimportant, where salesforce is generally a 
“bad cost”, and eTrade can be a viable option. 

We have highlighted the lines for businesses where such  
experts are generally consulted, where salesforce seems 
to be an essential requirement for good performance, on 
account of the need to build positive relationships with the 
advisor community. 
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Figure 5: ROI and growth versus salesforce cost (% of sales) for different relative breadth of 
customer types served (vs competitors)
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Other factors 
There are some other differences that matter when deciding 
the value or otherwise of more sales effort. The stage of 
the business lifecycle, competitor concentration, and relative 
market share are all important. We show the evidence below  
in figures 8 to 10, using a similar format to figures 2 to 7. 
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Figure 6: ROI and growth versus salesforce cost (% of sales) for different levels of importance 
of auxiliary services (e.g after-sales service, warranties etc.)

Figure 7: ROI and growth versus salesforce cost (% of sales) for different levels of use of 
professional advisor (e.g. doctor, architect etc.) in the purchase decision

We have highlighted the lines for the decline stage of the 
life-cycle, where sales efforts are required to maintain prof-
itability (but, a bit surprisingly, without helping growth). Our 
hypothesis is that a salesforce selling model allows you to 
focus on the more attractive customers; with the internet you 
cannot so easily discriminate between customers. Neither can 
you sense which customers are themselves in decline and 
likely to be increasingly price sensitive and poor credit risks. 
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We have highlighted the lines for less than six significant 
competitors, where salesforce is a good cost. When the cus-
tomer is faced by fewer choices, a nuanced sales call ad-
dressing his particular needs may effectively tip the balance. 

We have highlighted the lines for weak share businesses, where 
the tradeoff between profitability and growth along the sales-
force dimension is particularly strong. Market leaders are of 
course generally more profitable but have less headroom for 
growth, and can in general afford to be less concerned about 
optimizing sales force levels. 
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Figure 8: ROI and growth versus salesforce cost (% of sales) for different stages of the business lifecycle.

Figure 9: ROI and growth versus salesforce cost (% of sales) for different numbers of significant competitors
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Conclusion 
So, does eTrade presage the death of the salesman? 
Possibly yes, if your business is: 
 » selling in small lots 
 » to a fragmented customer and channel base 
 » not reliant on professional advisors 
 » against fragmented competition 
 » in a growth market 
 » to a narrower range of customer types 
 » with a strong share 
 » not based on superior service. 

But no, if the situation is reversed. There is still a need for  
relationship and technical selling where customers need 
service and support in how to use the product, and where 
different customers need different treatment. Weaker share 
competitors in concentrated markets can grow by targeting 
strong sales effort on customers who value a product/  
service package tailored to their needs. 

Notes 
1. Return On Investment (ROI) and Return On Sales (ROS) 

are measured pre-tax and prior to finance charges. Invest-
ment is fixed assets at net book value plus working capital. 
Growth is real sales growth per annum at constant prices. 

2. Immediate customers and end customers. An immediate 
customer is someone you invoice for the product. An end 
customer is someone who consumes it or incorporates it 
in a wider offer – they may be the same as the immediate 
customer, or the last link in a distribution chain where the 
immediate customer is the first link. If you sell carrots to 
restaurants, the restaurant is the end customer because  
he incorporates them into a meal for his customer. If you 
sell wine, the diner is the end customer because he 
chooses which wine (if any) to buy from a list of alternatives 
with different prices. 

3. Businesses are arranged in charts at equal additive or 
multiplicative intervals to illustrate the range of the PIMS 
database. There are not equal numbers of businesses  
in each group. 
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Figure 10: ROI and growth versus salesforce cost (% of sales) for different levels of relative market 
share (this business as a % of three major competitors combined)
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4. Salesforce spend covers field sales, merchandising, national  
accounts teams, category/product management, customer 
call centres and relevant IT support, but not customer 
technical service. Outsourced services in these areas are 
included. 

5. Research confirms the commonsense view that salesforce 
spend drives performance with a time lag – typically two 
years. In this document we measure the drivers as the 
average of years 1 and 2 of a 4-year observation, the profit 
consequences as the average of years 3 and 4, and growth 
rates as the average over all 4 years. 

6. The PIMS database currently contains the strategy expe-
riences, good and bad, of over 4000 product and service 
businesses provided by participating companies. Each 
experience is documented in terms of the actions taken  
by the business, the nature of its served market, the kind 
of competitive environment, and its financial results. In all, 
500 distinct characteristics of each business experience 
are available for study. The evidence shows that cross- 
industry modelling provides more appropriate benchmarks 
than taking “best in industry” – which can be disastrous 
for weaker competitors if they then attempt to take on the 
leader on the battleground where the leader is strongest. 

7. Willy Loman is the central character in Arthur Miller‘s theat-
rical masterpiece, “Death of a Salesman”.

Malik Management Systems®
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With international subsidiaries and partnership networks, Malik is the world’s leading provider of advanced holistic man-
agement, leadership and governance solutions. We are the prime address for executives wanting to be trained, consulted, 
supported and/or coached for holistic top management systems for mastering complexity. Business companies, non-profit 
organizations and public institutions have their general management systems tailored by us.

The Malik ManagementSystems® are the world’s most effective instruments for the reliable functioning of organizations under 
the complex conditions and dynamic changes of today’s globalized world. Our solutions are backed by more than thirty years 
of research and application in the fields of general management of complex systems and the functioning of organizations. 
More about our company and our solutions on: malik-management.com

Prof. Dr. oec. habil. Fredmund Malik
Chairman & CEO 

Fredmund Malik, founder and chairman of Malik, is an acclaimed international management expert, 
awarded scientist, and professor of corporate management and governance at the University of St. 
Gallen, Switzerland. He is the award-winning author of a dozen bestselling books, including the clas-
sic “Managing Performing Living”, and a regular columnist in opinion-forming media. He is one of the 
leading and most innovative management thinkers of our time. Amongst others an expert in corporate 
governance, he is a member of the board of directors or advisory board of several world-leading 
corporations. Since the early 1990s, he has been the first in the German-speaking countries who dis-

covered and consistently criticized the errors of neo-liberalism and of the shareholder value approach developing also the 
innovative right and proper solutions. Using his system-cybernetic methods and instruments, he was among the very first to 
predict and write about the current crisis, the Great Transformation21 and its complex challenges for which he has developed 
cutting-edge solutions. 
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